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Welcome 

It is a tremendous privilege to have this opportu-
nity to write these words of welcome for our 2018 
Annual Report.

Celebrating accomplishments sums up 2018 perfectly. 
It also accurately sums up the remarkable contribu-
tion Thijs Stoffer has made during his 14 years as 
Chairman of the KISC Association.

Thijs’s leadership has enabled the Centre to grow, 
become stronger and build upon past successes. For 
all his accomplishments as KISC’s Chairman, we say 
a huge Merci vielmal to Thijs.

In 1989 I arrived in Kandersteg for the very first time 
to join the volunteer Staff for the Winter season. 

To be elected as KISC’s Chairman nearly 30 years 
later is without doubt one of the most magical 
moments of my life.

Achieving the highest ever number of overnights 
in 2018 represents an outstanding milestone for the 
Centre. This comes at a timely moment for us as we 
begin our preparations in earnest for the biggest ever 
milestone in the history of Kandersteg International 
Scout Centre - our centenary in 2023!

Celebrating accomplishments 

Aidan Jones
Chairman of the KISC Association
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General Report
Celebration and hard work

In 2018 we celebrated 95 years working towards 
peacebuilding and empowering young people through 
the Permanent Mini Jamboree. 

Rather than through festivities, we celebrated by 
focusing on long term projects and hard work to 
achieve them. We refreshed our visual identity 
and re-launched our website. Its incredible features 
make our guest journey easier and bring Scouts of 
the World one step closer to KISC. 

It was once again a year where thousands of Scouts 
had the life changing opportunity to meet and inter-
act with Scouts from other countries and learn how 
together they can make a positive change in the world. 

Not only are we celebrating our achievements and 
anniversary, but we also celebrated 100 years of 
Rovers, by having a special International Rover 
Week - Centenary Edition.

None of this would have been possible without 
the hard work of our dedicated volunteers, Staff, 
Committee, Foundation Board, Sponsors and Asso-
ciation members. On behalf of the Centre and all our 
guests, I  express our gratitude to you.

Felipe Marqueis
Director
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Guest Services
Setting new records

2018 has been a record-breaking 
year at KISC - 14’000 Guests visited 
us throughout the year, with over 
79’000 overnights recorded. To ensure 
the best services for our Guests, we 
have been building on already imple-
mented improvements, primarily 
focusing on the specifics of manag-
ing large and special groups. Also, we 
put an increased focus on gathering, 
reviewing and acting upon guest feed-
back. For this purpose, we applied new 
tools, and the results are encouraging, 
given the increased engagement and 
response rates from our Guests.

During Spring 2018, we welcomed the 
members of the KISC Association for 
the biennial General Assembly. Shortly 
afterwards, a busy Summer started, 
during which we welcomed back some 
of our regular groups but also hosted 
larger groups from Spain and Denmark 
for the first time. 

To simplify the booking process for 
our Guests, we implemented an online 
booking engine on our new website, 
allowing our Guests to check availabil-
ity online and submit a request directly 
to our booking system. This implemen-
tation triggered the review of some 
of our processes, resulting in further 
improvements, as well as ideas for the 
near future for new enhancements. 
The resulting large number of Guests 

Adriana Fodor
Guest Services Director

over Summer has highlighted required 
investments, to support the size of our 
operation, which will be the focus in  
our preparations for the next year.

As we look forward to 2019, the focus 
will be on reviewing and continuously 
improving our processes to ensure the 
best Guest experience. The aim is to 
continue digitalising our operations in 
the guest services team, to make every 
Guest’s journey to KISC as comfortable 
and enjoyable as possible.

The aim is to 
continue digitalising 
our operations in 
the guest services 
team, to make every 
Guest’s journey to 
KISC as comfortable 
and enjoyable as 
possible.

Guests statistics

The United Kingdom

Switzerland

The United States of America

Denmark

Germany

Portugal

Spain

The Netherlands

Italy

Ireland

Top 10 countries on total guests

3’644

2’842

1’395

1’234

1’101

909

636

537

292

210

26%

21%

10%

9%

8%

7%

5%

4%

2%

2%

Top 10 countries on total overnights

The United Kingdom

Germany

Switzerland

The United States of America

Denmark

Portugal

Spain

The Netherlands

Italy

Ireland

26’544

8’308

8’109

6’323

5’871

4’526

4’124

2’804

2’128

1’433

34%

11%

10%

8%

7%

6%

5%

4%

3%

2%

62
nationalities

13’826
guests

79’123
overnights
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Programme
Celebrating our positive impact

Scouting provides young people with 
experiences to grow as active citizens 
and agents of positive change. 

Looking back at 2018, KISC enabled 
thousands of Scouts to develop as indi-
viduals through our programme focus-
ing on international, environmental 
and adventurous activities. 

Our programme is continuously 
changing and evolving. During the 
last year, we improved our processes 
in reviewing and evaluating our activ-
ities. By doing so, we now include the 
United Nations’ Sustainable Develop-
ment Goals in each programme activ-
ity to further intensify the learning 
outcomes. We are confident that these 
new processes will allow us to continue 
to provide current, educational and 
safe activities. 

We have launched a new and inspir-
ing partnership between KISC and the 
UNESCO World Heritage Swiss Alps 
Jungfrau-Aletsch region, to facilitate 
service projects on environmental 
restoration taking place in the Alps 
around Kandersteg. Throughout the 
past Summer, Scouts completed over 
1.100 service hours while learning 
about the UNESCO World Heritage 
and current environmental issues in 
the Swiss Alps.

We noticed that more groups preferred 

activities closer to the Centre during 
last Summer, which resulted in a 
substantial increase in participants in 
our weekly activities. As an effect, our 
Guests booked fewer activities outside 
of Kandersteg such as overnights in 
various mountain huts. Due to a quiet 
Winter, we ran fewer winter activities 
in comparison to last year.

By coming to KISC, our Guests expose 
themselves to various international 
encounters and develop sustainable 
cross-cultural understanding. I am 
proud of the impact our Staff creates 
through our programme, and the effect 
each group is creating by contributing 
to the Permanent Mini Jamboree. I am 
confident they will be the agents of 
change that we need in this world. An 
accomplishment worth celebrating!

Oscar Holmsten
Programme Director

We now include 
UN’s Sustainable 
Development Goals 
in each programme 
activity.

Programme Statistics

728

182

Rafting (38%)

High Ropes (36%)

Coach Day Trips (12%)

Canyoning (11%)

Mountain Biking (3%) 

771

2’489

2’423

Weekly Activities (88%)

August 1st (5%)

Guided Activities (4%)

Unguided Activities (3%)

23’297

816

1’051
1’410

International 
Friendship

Unguided Activities (64%)

Guided Activities (36%)

2’862

1’600

Eco Programme

Unguided Hikes (51%)

Hut Overnights (17%)

Guided Hikes (13%)

Challenge Activities (11%)

Climbing (6%)

Snow & Ice (2%)

7’622

248

1’960

1’728

963

2’623

High Adventure

Unguided Skiing (32%)

Winter Activities (31%)

Weekly Activities (28%)

Guided Skiing (9%)

1’067

299

1’044

920

Winter ActivitiesExternal Activities
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Staff
The spirit of KISC

It is the Scouts and Guides we welcome, from all over 
the world, who make the Permanent Mini Jamboree 
an exciting and exceptional experience, year round. 
Our Staff are the spirit and driving force of the Centre.

In 2018, KISC experienced one of the busiest Summers 
on record; therefore we needed a much larger volun-
teer team to meet the demands. The preparations and 
hard work during this busy year made the Staff team 
bond together. Besides the increase in the Centre’s 
operations and Staff in 2018, we further experienced 
more Long Term Staff changeover than usual.

To ensure consistent knowledge transfer in this 
continually changing staff environment, the 
management team emphasized evaluation tools 
and streamlined management processes. Increased 
communication training and cross-team staff 
exchanges aimed to support the teamwork and assist 
with potential challenges. Particular efforts were 
made to strengthen the team spirit and motivation.

As a centre of learning and youth empowerment, 
we will continue to develop the staff experience to the 
highest standards and implement procedures to ensure 
an inclusive and supportive environment at KISC.

43
nationalities

75’000
service hours

120 
staff members

Belinda Nemoff
Staff Development Director

Our Staff are the 
spirit and driving 
force of the Centre.
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Thank you
To all members of staff in 2018! Ada (HK) Adam (MY)
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EVENTS



2018 offered us the chance to celebrate and promote 
the accomplishments of a whole movement. Under 
the theme Rovers 100 - celebrating an amazing move-
ment, we highlighted the connection of KISC and 
Rovers through various events on and off site.  

We connected to Rovers during the Interamerican 
Rover Moot and the European Roverway through 
fun activities highlighting the opportunities of 
Rovers in an international Scouting context and 
together looked at the impact we can have together 
in this world. KISC was also represented at Jambo-
rees in Austria, Australia and Poland. 

In August, many Rovers came to KISC for the big 
celebration. In cooperation with the World Organiza-
tion of the Scout Movement (WOSM), we celebrated 
the International Rover Week – Centenary Edition with 
31 Rovers from 13 different countries. Together the 
Rovers learned about how to set an impact in the 
world while challenging themselves with outdoor 
adventures. The highlight of the 2018 celebrations 
was August 12th, the official ceremony for Rovers, 
celebrating the 100 years of the Rover Movement, 
at Kandersteg International Scout Centre.

Events
Celebrating Rovers Centenary

Lisa Pfeiffer
PR & Marketing Manager 

The highlight of 2018 was 
the official ceremony for 
the Rovers centenary.
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Crystal clear
Visual identity refresh

Entering the 112th year of Scouting and 96th year of  
the Centre’s existence, we commit to remaining ever 
current in society and the digital world. At KISC, 2018 
marked the beginning of a successful new chapter in 
the Centre’s digital development!

In October, we introduced a refreshed visual identity 
of the Centre as well as a brand new website. 

In May 2017 we initiated these projects. The projects 
set out to address the barriers that our audience expe-
rience during their digital journey and enhance the 
consistency, visual appearance and user-friendliness 
in our digital communication.
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A major reconstruction of the website 
was completed with simplified naviga-
tion and booking processes, with the 
ability to preview the availability of 
accommodation, smart filters for activ-
ities and volunteering opportunities, 
together with a fresh and responsive 
layout for all platforms. 

A facelift of the visual identity resulted 
in its versatile usage, not only in the 
digital media but also on printed mate-
rials and shop merchandise. 

Over 20’000 people joined during the 
online launch, giving us support and 
energy! However, the projects didn’t 
finish with their launch, we aim to 
keep developing ideas and make our 

Website reconstruction

Crystal clear

guests journey to KISC simple and easy. 
We want to express our deepest grat-
itude to all who were involved in the 
projects, being staff members, volun-
teers, contractors, all our supporters 
and followers. 

A special thanks to: Adam Jollans 
(The United Kingdom), Cara Shields 
(Ireland), Martin Eliasson (Sweden), Ric 
Perez (Argentina), Mark Knippenberg 
(The Netherlands), KISC Marketing 
Advisory Group, KISC PR & Marketing 
team, James Murphy (Ireland), Etienne 
Touma (Lebanon), Latte Creative team 
(Italy), ActivIT team (Slovakia).

Katarina Mitrikova
Project Manager 
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Committee Report
Steps into the future

The KISC Committee went through 
significant changes in 2018, with 
general elections in May during the 
General Assembly. A number of new 
members were elected to the Commit-
tee, including a new Chair.

The transition has been smooth, 
thanks to the good work done in the 
previous term and the consolidation 
of many processes and policies. Once 
again, we would like to acknowledge 
the years of hard work and commit-
ment of Thijs Stoffer as Chair of the 
KISC Association. His leadership has 
truly contributed immensely to the 
development of the Centre.

The new Committee has created a 
number of work groups that will 
focus on developing key aspects of 
the Centre, such as, Strategy, Product, 
Governance and more. Another impor-
tant topic the Committee has started 
to focus on is the KISC Centenary in 
2023. We have a dedicated work group 
that will work towards what we want 
to achieve with our 100th anniversary.

We look forward to keeping up the good 
work done in the last term and also look 
forward to a bright future for KISC.

Aidan Jones
Chairman of the KISC Association

The new Committee 
has created a 
number of work 
groups that will 
focus on developing 
key aspects of the 
Centre, such as, 
Strategy, Product, 
Governance and 
more. Another 
important topic 
the Committee has 
started to focus on is 
the KISC Centenary 
in 2023. 

Aidan Jones 
Chairman of the 
Association

Keyur Patel 
Representing 
the UK Scout 
Association 

Dominik Roos
Vice Chairman of 
the Association

Jo Deman  
Representing the World 
Scout Committee 

Elke Ebert
Representing the 
Federation of 
German Scout 
Associations

Lars Wieringa 
Representing Scouting 
Netherland

Nicolò Pranzini
Representing the 
European Scout 
Committee

Joshua Dick 
Representing the 
Boy Scouts of 
America

Eliane Baumann
Individual member

Thomas Hirt 
Individual member

David Imhof  
Representing 
the Swiss Scout 
Movement

Christoph Buschor 
Representing the 
Swiss Scout Home 
Foundation 

Finbar Gethins 
Representing 
Scouting Ireland

Fredrik Ahlbin
Representing 
Scouterna

Andy Thomet  
Individual member

Mark 
Knippenberg 
Co-opted member

Stefan Kesselring 
Individual member

James Zurbrügg 
Co-opted member

Committee
Meet the members
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Foundation Report
Working on new projects

While the Association is responsible for the opera-
tional aspects of the Centre, the Foundation, in its 
role as landlord, looks after the maintenance of the 
buildings and property, as well as the developing and 
financing of new projects. The year 2018 presented 
a fair number of challenges to master, resulting in 
some of the following accomplishments. 

Welcome2KISC

Wrapping up a long lasting project, we finalised  the 
last stages of the Welcome2KISC project.  The wheel-
chair access renovation was one part of it. Further, 
the project of Rosemarie’s Garden, a landscape 
plan besides the small creek next to the Chalet and 
construction of an inviting shore of the Kander with 
benches to relax at the river.

New projects in preparation

Significant projects need time for development, fund-
ing and execution, like our current three projects. 
After the generous donations from various donors, 
we started the project of a new Campsite shelter 
offering space for 150 people in 3 different groups. 
After the successful planning phase of funding, legal-
ities and supplier selection, we are starting construc-
tion as soon as the snow melts in April 2019.

Another significant ongoing project on the Camp-
site is the warm water supplies for Guests in the 
high season. Up to 200 Guests can shower in one 
of the three shower blocks of our campsite, leading 
us to have to produce up to 6000l of hot water per 
hour. This is a challenge for us and research is ongo-
ing for the most sustainable solution for Summer 
months during 2019.
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The third ongoing project is the renovation of B.P. 
Circus. The aim is to recreate B.P.’s circus position as 
the central meeting spot in an inspirational, scouty 
and modern way. The project started off in 2018, 
with first trials of ideas so that in Spring 2019 the 
renovation can take place and it is ready to welcome 
thousands of Scouts in Summer 2019.

Fundraising

We want to say thank you to donors and supporters 
who help KISC in a monetary and timely way.

A big thank you goes to the Swiss Lottery Fund, 
Claudia and Stefan Kesselring, Eliane Baumann, 
Thijs Stoffer, World Scout Foundation, Messengers 
of Peace Grant and various anonymous donors for 
their donation!

Another big thank to all the support from our Work 
Parties in 2018 for over 2’700 hours of service. The work 
parties came from Spain, The Netherlands, Hungary, 
Portugal, Germany. Also, the International Work Party, 
that gathered Scouts from all around the World. 

We want to thank all our donors for their generous 
support in money and time. 

Without your help, the Centre would not be able to 
maintain a sustainable development.

Beat Wenger 
Chairman of the KISC Foundation

Thank you to all our donors 
for their support, without 
your help, the Centre would 
not be able to maintain a 
sustainable development. Beat Wenger

Chairman of the KISC 
Foundation

David Imhof 
Representing the Swiss Guide 
and Scout Movement

Dominik Roos
Vice-chairman of the 
KISC Foundation

Christoph Buschor
Representing the Swiss 
Scout Home Foundation

Jo Deman
Representing the World Scout 
Committee

Aidan Jones
Individual Member

Eliane Baumann 
Individual Member

Nicolò Pranzini
Representing the European 
Scout Committee

Thijs Stoffer  
Individual Member

Andy Thomet  
Individual Member    

Stefan Kesselring 
Individual Member    

Foundation Board 
Meet the members
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Financial Report
Results 2018 and outlook 2019

The very positive development in our guest numbers 
and overnights were the basis of the Centre’s strong 
financial performance. This allows us to make invest-
ments that are necessary to be prepared for the future.

Consolidated financial statements

The balance sheet and profit and loss statement in this 
report show the combined results of the two entities 
KISC Association and KISC foundation. The individual 
statements are available on request at the centre.

Despite the record high number of overnights, a 
new mix of guests has spent less on the programme 
and catering what led to a slight decline in income 
from operations. In turn, substantial donations were 
received to finance projects in buildings and on the 
campground.

Good cost management improved the contributions 
from the operating activities and allowed the centre 
to support a broader staff team. The website and 
corporate identity projects caused one time expenses 
of around CHF 50’000. With a consolidated surplus 
of CHF 133’000, the equity base of the Centre moves 
close to the targeted equity level, that the Committee 
has defined.

Outlook 2019

In the year 2019, the Scouting world will focus on the 
World Scout Jamboree, and thus, fewer guests are 
expected to visit the Centre. Nevertheless, in finan-
cial terms, we aim to reach a balanced result. 

Dominik Roos
Vice Chairman of the KISC Association

With a 
consolidated 
surplus of 
CHF 133’000, 
the equity 
base of the 
Centre moves 
close to the 
targeted 
equity level, 
that the 
Committee 
has defined.

Assets

Liquid Assets

Accounts receivable

Other current assets

Stock

Accruals

Total current assets

Furnishing 

Property

Total fixed assets

Total assets

in CHF

439’671

53’580

12’423

53’148

63’439

622’261

31’119

4’227’713

4’258’832

4’881’093

in CHF

1’079’550

13’548

7’208

66’736

144’016

1’311’058

10’721

3’985’029

3’995’750

5’306’808

2017

%

9%

1.1%

0.3%

1.1%

1.3%

12.7%

0.6%

86.6%

87.3%

100%

2018

%

20.3%

0.3%

0.1%

1.3%

2.7%

24.7%

0.2%

75.1%

75.3%

100%

Liabilities & Equity

Accounts payable

Other short-term liabilities

Accrued expenses

Total short term liabilities

Long term provisions

Mortages

Total long term liabilities

Total liabilities

Cooperation funds

Project funds

Total restricted capital

Initial capital

Profit carried forward

Total equity

Total liabilities & equity

in CHF

180’650

491’940

41’586

714’176

20’000

1’590’000

1’610’000

2’324’176

20’643

197’593

218’236

181’626

2’157’055

2’338’681

4’881’093

in CHF

270’211

460’364

36’297

766’872

20’000

1’790’000

1’810’000

2’576’872

22’230

235’577

257’807

181’626

2’290’503

2’472’129

5’306’808

2017

%

3.7%

10.1%

0.9%

14.6%

0.4%

33%

33%

47.6%

0.4%

4.0%

4.5%

3.7%

44.2%

47.9%

100%

2018

%

5.1%

8.7%

0.7%

14.5%

0.4%

33.7%

34.1%

48.6%

0.4%

4.4%

4.9%

3.4%

43.2%

46.6%

100%

Income

Catering income

Shop income

Overnight income

Programme income

Service income 

Total operations income

Staff income

Miscellaneous

Membership fees

Total other income

Donations and grants

Project related donations

Total donations

Total income

in CHF

781’786

267’016

1’043’855

1’324’687

73’007

3’490’351

251’303

2’670

19’615

22’285

42’619

116’787

14’089

173’496

in CHF

601’665

261’104

1’055’859

1’142’317

64’334

3’125’279

260’823

15’089

22’240

37’329

16’946

118’440

182’220

317’606

2017

%

19.9%

6.8%

26.5%

33.6%

1.9%

79.4%

6.6%

0.4%

0.6%

0.9%

4.0%

0.4%

4.4%

100%

2018

%

16.1%

7.0%

28.2%

30.5%

1.7%

83.5%

7.0%

0.4%

0.6%

1.0%

3.6%

4.9%

8.5%

100%

Expenditures

Catering expenses

Shop expenses

Overnight expenses

Programme expenses

Total expenses activities

Total staff costs

Maintenance operation

Rental costs

Maintenance property

Insurance and licenses

Energy and waste

Administration

PR & Marketing

Other operational costs

Total operational costs

Depreciation operations

Depreciation property

Total depreciation 

Total costs from operations

Operating results

Net financial result

Extraordinary result

Result before fund transfers

Transfer to (+) and from (-)

Total result

in CHF

-323’930

-157’089

-188’126

-1’086’908

-1’756’053

-1’069’234

-107’355

-50’000

-75’637

-32’149

-160’436

-115’368

-59’835

-6’828

-607’607

-72’354

-170’491

-242’845

-3’675’740

261’695

-58’243

-77’869

125’583

-45’537

80’046

in CHF

-234’946

-122’499

-204’874

-919’688

-1’482’007

-1’153’296

-114’195

-49’861

-33’879

-34’576

-144’221

-108’275

-40’038

-17’272

-542’317

-79’017

-167’495

-246’512

-3’424’132

316’905

-55’224

-90’258

171’428

-37’982

133’446

2017

%

8.8%

4.3%

5.1%

29.6%

47.8%

29.1%

2.9%

1.4%

2.1%

0.9%

4.4%

3.1%

1.6%

0.2%

16.5%

2.0%

4.6%

6.6%

100%

2018

%

6.9%

3.6%

6.0%

26.9%

43.3%

33.7%

3.3%

1.5%

1.0%

1.0%

4.2%

3.2%

1.2%

0.5%

15.8%

2.3%

4.9%

7.2%

100%

Consolidated Accounts Balance Sheet Consolidated Accounts Profit and Loss
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follow us on:www.kisc.ch


